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Highlights

08 Rip in peace
With the arrival of ever more powerful mainstream CPUs, Richard Swinburne ponders whether we’re seeing the end of high-end desktop processors such as Threadripper.

10 Rise of the machines
A new Amazon patent could separate ‘nasty’ gamers from ‘nice’ gamers, but Tracy King questions how such a system might work.

16 AMD Radeon RX 6800 review
‘Big Nav’ is here. AMD’s first high-end graphics cards based on its RDNA architecture promise performance parity with Nvidia’s cards with lower power consumption.

22 Nvidia GeForce RTX 3070 Founders Edition
Completing the trio of Nvidia’s newest graphics cards, we put the cheapest Ampere-based GPU through its paces.

24 Water-cool your RX 6800XT
Managed to get to the front of the line and bag a Radeon RX 6800 XT? Antony Leather shows you how to keep it even cooler and quieter.

30 AMD Ryzen 9 5950X and Ryzen 5 5600X
Topping and tailing the new Ryzen 5000 series, we test AMD’s latest 6-core and 16-core processors.

39 Buzzword
We test Corsair’s new HS60 Haptic headset that provides skull-shaking vibrations to enhance its bass response.

52 Mince pie megatest
We pit 14 mince pies against each other to find the perfect pastry treat this Christmas.

56 Fast as lightning
240Hz gaming monitors have come a long way in a couple of years. Edward Chester puts four of the latest models to the test.

78 Inside RDNA2
We sequence the genome of the ray tracing-enabled architecture powering AMD’s new Radeon RX 6000 GPUs.

86 Christmas Gift Guide
Picking out the perfect presents for tech-loving friends and family can be tricky. We’ve drawn up a list of options to suit all budgets, large and small.

98 Meet the Jetson
Gareth Halfacree reviews the new Nvidia Jetson Nano 2GB and thumbs through the memoir of famed game developer, Sid Meier.

104 Install a motherboard monoblock
Make the most of your water-cooling setup with a full motherboard and CPU cooling block.

114 Supply strain
James Gorbold shows us behind the scenes of the Zen 3 retail launch.
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